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Abstract

In this work, we present our solution to the vehicle re-

identification (vehicle Re-ID) track in AI City Challenge

2020 (AIC2020). The purpose of vehicle Re-ID is to re-

trieve the same vehicle appeared across multiple cameras,

and it could make a great contribution to the Intelligent

Traffic System(ITS) and smart city. Due to the vehicle’s

orientation, lighting and inter-class similarity, it is diffi-

cult to achieve robust and discriminative representation fea-

ture. For the vehicle Re-ID track in AIC2020, our method

is to fuse features extracted from different networks in order

to take advantages of these networks and achieve comple-

mentary features. For each single model, several methods

such as multi-loss, filter grafting, semi-supervised are used

to increase the representation ability as better as possible.

Top performance in City-Scale Multi-Camera Vehicle Re-

Identification demonstrated the advantage of our methods,

we got 5-th place in the vehicle Re-ID track of AIC2020.

1. Introduction

With the development of ITS, vehicle Re-ID has at-

tracted increasing attention in computer vision community

[25, 27, 14]. The target of vehicle Re-ID is to find the vehi-

cles in the gallery that have the same identical as the query

vehicle. Compared with other image retrieval tasks, vehi-

cle Re-ID is more challenging because of two main rea-

sons. Firstly, same identical vehicles may have different

orientations in different cameras and the appearance of the

front part and the rear part of a vehicle is much dissimilar.

Secondly, two different vehicles with same brand and se-

rial have completely same appearance except of very trivial

difference.

In the past, license plate recognition was a conventional

and efficient vehicle Re-ID solution. However, the license

plate of the vehicle may be blocked, dirt, or the video is

not clear enough to be clearly seen. Also, there are con-
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fusing letters making license plate recognition unreliable.

Therefore, vehicle Re-ID through vehicle visual feature is

an essential part.

At present, feature extraction and metric learning are the

mainstream research directions in the field of vehicle Re-

ID. Compared with traditional manual selection features,

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) can automatically

learn discriminative high-level semantic features according

to task requirements, which greatly improves the perfor-

mance of vehicle Re-ID. Due to occlusion, lighting and di-

verse viewpoints, there are still many challenging problems.

In recent years, a few powerful networks [6, 9] have been

proposed. These networks utilize residual block or densely

connected block to increase the network’s depth and make

the deep networks extract more discriminative features from

the training images. Specially, for vehicle Re-ID task, part-

based method [5] aims to combine the local part feature and

global feature to increase the performance. In this paper,

our solution to the vehicle Re-ID track in AIC2020 could

be summarized as follows:

• We train multiple CNNs with a few methods including

multi-loss, filter grafting, part-based feature learning,

etc. These methods could do much more help to in-

crease each single network’s representation ability.

• We use semi-supervised method to annotate images in

the test set with a fake label, and combine these fake-

labeled images with the original training set to improve

the final performance.

• Several post-processing methods are utilized to further

make a progress of the result.

2. Related Works

2.1. Vehicle Reidentificaiton

As several vehicle datasets [12, 1, 22] have been pro-

posed, vehicle Re-ID has attracted increasing attention in

recent several years. The current work of vehicle Re-ID is

still focused on the feature level, and how to extract more
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Figure 1. Overview of our basic framework.

informative features. While vehicle RE-ID is also improved

significantly in recent years because of the development of

CNN. Zhu et al. [27] and Guo et al. [4] seek a better feature

encoding method. Another solution is based on the part to

extract highly distinguished features [23, 21, 5, 13], these

methods mainly rely on strong supervision information of

each key part. However, the cost of annotation is high and

the practical application is limited. Zhou et al. [25] adopt

a viewpoint-aware attention model and a adversarial train-

ing architecture to implement effective multi-view feature

inference from single-view input. Zhou et al. [26] focus on

the uncertainty of vehicle viewpoint in Re-ID, and propose

an Adversarial Bi-directional LSTM Network (ABLN). In-

spired by the behavior in human’s recognition process, Chu

et al. [2] propose a novel viewpoint-aware metric learning

approach, which learns two metrics for similar viewpoints

and different viewpoints in two feature space.

2.2. Reranking

When vehicle Re-ID is regarded as a retrieval process,

re-ranking is a key step to improve its performance. Re-

ranking is mainly studied in generic instance retrieval [3, 17,

10, 18]. The main advantage of many re-ranking methods is

that it can be implemented without the need for additional

training samples and can be applied to any initial ranking

results.

A popular re-ranking approach is k-reciprocal encoding

[24]. By encoding k-reciprocal nearest neighbors into a sin-

gle vector. In order to obtain similar relationships from sim-

ilar samples, a local expansion query is proposed to obtain

more robust k-reciprocal features. The final distance based

on the combination of the original distance and the Jac-

card distance effectively improves the Re-ID performance

on multiple large-scale data sets.

3. Our Approach

3.1. Basic framework

The basic framework of our approach is shown in the
Fig. 1. During training phases, the training images with
ID label are sent into the backbone and generate a 2048-d
feature and its predicted ID label. Two networks with the
same structure will be trained in parallel and perform filter
grafting. Then we apply two different loss functions as the
optimization objective. The first one is hard triplet loss [7],
it will enlarge the feature’s distance between two different
label samples and reduce the distance between samples with
same label. The triplet loss can be defined as:
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The second one is cross entropy loss. Given a batch of

training images, we denote yi as the ground truth ID label,

pij as ID prediction logits of the i-th image on j-th class

and N as the total number of traing images in one batch.

The cross entropy loss can be defined as:

Lcross = −
1

N

N
∑

i=1

log (pij)

where j=yi. Finally, we combine these two losses with a

balanced weight, which is defined as:

L = Lcross + αLhardtriplets,

where α is the balanced weight of the triplet loss.

BNNeck [15] refers to the addition of a batch normaliza-

tion (BN) layer after backbone.

On the basis of the framework, we add more useful mod-

ules to improve the single model’s performance. One is

MGN [20], this module splits the input sample horizon-

tally into several parts and calculates each part’s loss in-

dividually, while the global feature is also taken into loss

calculation. The second one is self-attention constrain

(SAC) [11] which makes the network pay more attention to

some subtleties. Another one is squeeze-and-excitation(SE)

block [8], it is also an attention module that could enhance



the feature’s representation power by performing dynamic

channel-wise feature re-calibration.

During the testing phase, the trained network model will

extract 2048-d feature from each input image. Features

from different networks are concatenated together for ve-

hicle Re-ID.

3.2. Filter grafting

Filter grafting [16] is a learning paradigm which aims to

reactivate invalid filters during training such that the repre-

sentation power could be improved. The weight of filters

that are valid for other networks is grafted to the filters that

are not valid for the self-network. Multiple networks are

grafted together to promote progress The main framework

is shown in Fig. 2, given a network, two training processes

are started parallelly denoted as M1 and M2, respectively.

In each epoch training, we graft the effective filter weight

of M1 into the invalid filter of M2. The grafting in this

process occurs at the convolution level, not the filter level,

which means that we graft all filter weights in a certain layer

in M1 to M2 in the same layer. Conversely, the same prin-

ciple is used for grafting filter M2 into M1. Filter grafting

does not change the network structure. When performing

grafting, the specific operation is shown in the following

formula:

W
M ′

2

i = αWM2

i + (1− α)WM1

i (0 < α < 1).

After weighting the filter parameters of M1 and M2, the

final filter parameters after grafting are obtained. We use

the following formula to constrain α parameters

α = A∗
(

arctan
(

C ∗
(

H
(
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i

)
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(
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i

))))

+0.5,

where A and C are two hyper-parameters and H(∗) is the

entropy of the variables.

Although the two networks are trained in parallel when

training, only use one of the grafted networks for testing.

3.3. Semisupervised learning

The annotations of test set images are not accessible, so

we propose a semi-supervised learning method to annotate

test images with a fake label. Therefore, the test set be-

comes a supplementary of the training set. The steps of this

method is as follows:

1) Train Vehicle Re-ID models using the original training

set.

2) Extract feature from the images in the test set using the

trained Re-ID models.

3) Cluster the testing images based on their features, and

assign each cluster a fake label as the ID label.
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Figure 2. Filter grafting with two networks. The two networks M1

and M2 accept filter parameters information from each other.

4) Merge the fake-labeled test set and the original train-

ing set to be a new training set. Then we train Re-ID

models using the new training set.

The number of IDs in the test set is 333. Therefore, the

clustering algorithm we use is the k-means algorithm, and

the clustering center is set to 333.

3.4. Postprocessing

For the training results of multiple single models, we uti-

lize several post-processing techniques.

Center crop. For the test set query and gallery, there is

generally a bit of background redundancy. When we extract

the test set features, we use center crop to make the image

more focused on the vehicle itself and reduce the impact of

the surrounding background.

Image flipping. When the model is inferred forward,

we input the vehicle image and the horizontal flip of the

vehicle image, and average the two feature values as the

final feature of the vehicle. This can mitigate the impact of

angle on vehicle feature expression.

Model ensemble. Model ensemble is proven to be ef-

fective in detection, classification, and Re-ID tasks. Dif-

ferent tasks have different ensemble methods. For Re-ID

task, we have tried a lot of ensemble methods, and find

out that it is better to expand the feature dimensions by

concatenating features than to calculate the average fea-

ture of different models. Given the above trained networks,

we could extract feature vectors for an image xi, the fea-

ture vector can be expressed as f
j
i of the j−th model.

fi =
[
∣

∣f1

i

∣

∣ ,
∣

∣f2

i

∣

∣ , . . . |fn
i |
]

. | · | represents L2 Normaliza-

tion, and then we concatenate them as the final feature rep-

resentations for an image xi. The vehicle features extracted

by each model are concatenated, and in our subsequent ex-

periments, it is proved that the performance of the model

would be improved compared to the single model.

Query expansion. Query expansion is also a re-ranking



method. Through query expansion, the retrieval recall rate

can be improved. Especially when the accuracy of top K

is high, the effect of this method will be significantly im-

proved. After the first retrieval, the feature of query and fea-

tures of top K images retrieved in the gallery are averaged

as the feature of the query, and then the second retrieval is

performed, and the above operation is repeated num times.

The parameters K and num need to be adjusted for the of-

ficial test set.

Gallery feature merge. The official test set also pro-

vides track id information, which contains gallery’s 798 ve-

hicle tracks, and each track is multiple pictures of the same

vehicle. This is a prior information that can be used. The

post-processing method for this prior information is to av-

erage the T picture features of each track as the features of

the T pictures under this track. There is also a parameter T

that needs to be adjusted, or T is all the pictures under this

track. This post-processing method can be applied to some

Re-ID tasks that provide video track information.

Re-ranking with k-reciprocal encoding. K-reciprocal

encoding [24] is an effective re-ranking method. A basic

assumption is that if the returned image is sorted within

the k nearest neighbors of probe, then it is likely to be a

true match. The idea of this method is to use query-to-

test, query-to-query and test-to-test correlation in order to

take the query and test distribution into consideration when

ranking the results.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets analyse

CityFlow [19] is one of the largest vehicle Re-ID

datasets. The dataset contains 56,277 bounding boxes of

666 vehicle identities, where 36,935 of them from 333 ob-

ject identities form the training set, and the test set consists

of 18,290 bounding boxes from the other 333 identities. The

standard probe and gallery sets consist of 1,052 and 18,290

images respectively. The synthetic dataset provided by AI

City Challenge 2020 is generated by VehicleX, which is a

publicly aviablable 3D engine. There are 192,150 images of

1362 vehicles are annotated with detailed labels in total. We

select 50 vehicle identities of 3462 images in CityFlow as

our self-val set. All the left images are used as the training

set. So our vehicle Re-ID model self-training set has a total

of 225,623 images of 1645 vehicle ids. Besides, after semi-

supervised learning, the images in the test set are assigned

330 ids, finally we get a training set of 1975 ids.

4.2. Implementation Details

We totally trained several Re-ID models including

DenseNet161 [9], SE-ResNet152 [8] and ResNet152 with

MGN [20]. For some models, our training dataset is the

officially provided training set and synthetic dataset. Due

to the background redundancy of some vehicle images, we

resize the image to 414×310, and then randomly crop to

384×288. At the same time, we perform random erasing to

increase the difficulty of sample learning and horizontally

flip the image to add diversity of the training images.

For other models, we use AI City Challenge 2019 first

place Baidu’s open-source refined dataset by their detector.

In this part of the dataset, we resize the image to 384×288,

and no need to perform the operation of crop to background.

We adopt the strategy of random sample, each vehicle

id selects 4 instance images in one batchsize. And we use

Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) to train CNN models

in total of 1000 epochs. Strategies such as warm up learn-

ing rate and learning rate gradient attenuation are added to

the training process. The initial learning rate is set to 0.03,

which is decayed to 3×10−3, 3×10−4 and 3×10−5 at 300th

epoch, 600th epoch and 900th epoch. We implement our

model on PyTorch, and all the models are trained and tested

on eight Tesla P40 GPUs.

4.3. SemiSupervised Learning,

We use 225,623 images of 1645 vehicle ids train Re-

ID model to extract the features of the test set. Given that

there are 333 ids in the test set, k-means is used to cluster

the test set images and 19,342 images of 333 vehicle ids

are added to the original training set to retrain the Re-ID

model. For each single model under different training sets,

the mAP on the self-val set are shown in Table. 1. With

the increase in the amount of training data, each of our sin-

gle models has significantly improved on self-val set. How-

ever, because fake label is not very accurate, and the training

model overfits the test set with certain incorrect labels, only

DenseNet161 improves on the test set in the end, and as a

single model of the last ensemble models. Model selection

experiments are conducted in next section.

Methods Train Dataset self-val set mAP(%)

DenseNet161
Train Set 66.8

Train Set + Test Set (fake label) 72

SE-ResNet152
Train Set 71.2

Train Set + Test Set (fake label) 72

ResNet152 with MGN
Train Set 66.7

Train Set + Test Set (fake label) 70

Table 1. After adding the fake label test set to the training set, the

comparison of mAP on the self-val set of each model.

4.4. Evaluation of Vehicle ReIdentification

Model Ensemble. We conduct experiments on differ-

ent model ensemble strategies as shown in the Table. 2.

Average of feature merge: take the average of the 2048-

dimensional feature inferred from each single model. Av-

erage of distance matrix: take the average of the dis-

tance matrix calculated by the features of the query and

gallery inferred from each single model. Concatenated

feature: concatenate the 2048-d features output by each



Figure 3. Our vehicle Re-ID network rank the top-10 lists of four query images on the our self-val set of CityFlow dataset. The image with

the green border boundaries belong to the same identity as the query, and the image with the red boundaries do not.

single model, expanding in dimension. Experiments show

that Concatenated feature performs best.

Therefore, we concatenate the normalized features of

SE-ResNet152 trained on the train set, ResNet152 with

MGN (trained on the train set), DenseNet161 (trained on

the train set) and DenseNet161 (trained on the train set with

fake labe test set) for feature distance calculation, which is

better than using a single model.

When the test set is labeled with fake labels, the clus-

tering results are not refined, resulting in a large number of

incorrect labels in the clustering results.

Although ResNet152 with MGN and SE-ResNet152

(trained on the train set with fake labe test set) perform bet-

ter on self-val set than without fake label test set, but during

training, the model overfits the test set with a large number

of incorrect labels. Therefore, in the final model ensemble,

the mAP accuracy decreases on the test set.

However, DenseNet161 does not fit the test set with the

incorrect labels, so we choose these 4 models listed in the

Table. 2 for the final ensemble feature.

Methods Self-val set mAP(%) Test set mAP(%)

SE-ResNet152 (TT) 71.2 -

ResNet152 with MGN (TT) 66.7 -

DenseNet161 (TT) 66.8 -

DenseNet161 (TTF) 72 -

Ensemble strategies

Average of feature merge 72.9 -

Average of distance matrix 74.2 -

Concatenated feature 74.8 66.84

Table 2. The mAP accuracy between single models and the ensem-

ble model under different ensemble strategies on the validation set

and test set. TT: trained on the train set, TTF: trained on the train

set with fake labe test set. (In this table, we do not use re-ranking

and query expansion on self-val set).

Post processing. We conduct the post-processing ab-

lation experiment on the self-val set of CityFlow datasets,

with SE-ResNet152 as the backbone of single model. It can

be seen in Table. 3 that each post-processing method has a

certain improvement on the result. Although there is some

improvement in query expansion on the self-val set, it is not

reflected in the test set. Gallery feature merge will bring a

certain improvement to the result in the test set. So in the

end, the post-processing we do on the test set is shown in

the testing stage of Fig. 1.

SE-ResNet152

Center Crop? X X X X X

Image Flip? X X X X

Query Expansion? X X X

Gallery Feature Merge? - -

Re-Ranking? X

Self-val set mAP(%) 71.1 71.6 72.4 74.2 - 83.8

Table 3. Comparison of different post-processing methods on our

self-val set of CityFlow datasets.

Impact of filter grafting. To verify the effectiveness

of filter grafting on our vehicle Re-ID model, we have done

some experiments on the SE-ResNet152. We try two mod-

els grafting, which will bring about 1% improvement in

mAP on the baseline. Due to the limitation of the time and

GPU resources, no more grafting models are added and we

did not try filter grafting on other backbones.

4.5. Results of Vehicle ReIdentification

Compare with others on the AIC2020: Table. 4 lists

the ranks of our team and the results of our team on the

vehicle Re-ID task of AI City Challenge 2020.



Rank Team ID Team Name Score

1 73 Baidu-UTS 0.8413

2 42 ZOOZOO 0.7810

3 39 DMT 0.7322

4 36 IOSB-VeRi 0.6899

5 30 BestImage 0.6684

6 44 BeBetter 0.6683

7 72 UMD RC 0.6668

8 7 Ainnovation 0.6561

9 46 NMB 0.6206

10 81 Shahe 0.6191

Table 4. Ranking list of City-Scale Multi-Camera Vehicle Re-

Identification in AIC2020.

Visualization of the results: The qualitative results on

CityFlow our self-val set are shown in Fig. 3. The top-

10 ranking lists for our query images are visualized. From

the results, we can see that our model successfully retrieves

most of the vehicle pictures from the gallery.

5. Conclusions

We participated in the task of the NVIDIA AI City Chal-

lenge 2020: the vehicle re-identification task. Our solution

for vehicle re-identification is based on training multiple

CNNs with a few methods including multi-loss, filter graft-

ing, part-based feature learning,etc. Then, we use semi-

supervised method to annotate images in the test set with

a fake label. Meanwhile, several post-processing methods

are utilized to furthermake a progress of the result. Finally,

we finished with 5-th place in the 2020 AI-City challenge

for City-Scale Multi-Camera Vehicle Re-Identification.
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